Immersive projection installations integrate atomic survivor stories and archival footage from Aboriginal and nuclear veteran communities, with original video, digital artworks and sounds.

The exhibition title 10 Minutes to Midnight makes reference to the international Bulletin of Atomic Scientists’ Doomsday Clock, a symbolic clock face representing the level of threat to human existence, as set by a committee of eminent scientists opposed to nuclear weapons. In February 2015, the clock was reset to 3 minutes to midnight, acknowledging an increased threat from unchecked nuclear weapons proliferation and climate change advances.
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10 MINUTES TO MIDNIGHT
SURVIVAL IN THE ATOMIC AGE
Presented by Alphaville (Nuclear Futures) 21 July – 7 August 2015
10 Minutes to Midnight is the culmination of community-based arts projects with atomic survivor communities including Pitjantjatjara Anangu in Ooldea and Oak Valley, communities who were relocated from traditional Maralinga Tjarutja lands prior to the tests; and nuclear veteran and descendant networks in Australia and Britain. The creative works fit within a long tradition of artists and communities responding to ‘the bomb’.

Featured are original projection installations, digital artwork, contemporary photomedia, sound design, sculpture, film and rare archival material.

While as exploring the horrors of the atomic age, the exhibition embodies humanitarian messages of hope, celebrating the resilient communities and individuals who continue to pursue recognition and justice, and courageously share their stories for the benefit of future generations. The timing of the exhibition coincides with the 70-year anniversary of the Hiroshima and Nagasaki atomic bombings - the beginning of the atomic age.

Reflection on Australia’s atomic legacies is complex and confronting, the stories from affected Aboriginal and Britain. The creative works fit within a long tradition of artists and communities responding to ‘the bomb’.

Chronicling nuclear veteran Avon Hudson’s life from Maralinga servicemen to whistleblower to activist, the series combines contemporary photography and video works by artist Jessie Boylan with pieces from Avon’s private archive of rare documentation, reports, testimonies, news clippings, photographs, maps and artifacts that make up his life’s work.

A program of academic, school and art-based events is being run in conjunction with the exhibition, including film screenings of important films about nuclear weapons testing (check gallery for session times).
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The installations include quotes and/or background research from Ministry of Defence File #DEFE 16/808; Division. (Cells depicted are not related to radiation exposure and are provided for artistic purposes only.)

The installations include quotes and/or background research from Ministry of Defence File #DEFE 16/808; Beyond Belief (Roger Croson and Avon Hudson, 2003) from eyewitness accounts by Alberta Lander; Royal Commission into British Nuclear Tests in Australia documents (1981); Maralinga, the Argonaut Story (Christoph Matthysn and Yabals and Oak Valley Communities, 2009); and Maralinga (Frank Walker, 2014). Material was also sourced from private archival photos from nuclear veterans and oral history recordings from half a life participants, and from the Ara Irititja archive.

ARTIST STATEMENT

So powerful were the events of Maralinga and so profound their impact on us as artists that it felt necessary to intertwine the real events with our response as artists. All of us remain implicated in this history and its legacy.

— Teresa Crea, South Australian Artistic Director involved in the installations.

Nuclear Futures is led by Sydney-based production company Alphaville: nuclearfutures.org

Contact: info@nuclearfutures.org